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ISLAMABAD
Lat. 22° 21'       Long. 91° 52'
G.	S.	C.
Aurangzeb	1	6	—
Faruklsiyar	—	2	— -
Shall Jahan II	—	1	—
Muhammad Shah	—	3	—
'Alamglr II	1	~—	— -
Shah Jahan III	1	—	—
Shah £Alam II	—	—	1
It is still uncertain what place was designated by the name of Islamabad. We know that Chittagong was renamed Islamabad in 1076 on the Mughal conquest of Arakan, and the same name was given to two captured forts in the Province of Aurangabad, Chakna, and Eairi (sic) — see Jadunath Sarkar's India of Aurangzeb. Then later still Mathura appears on the coins of Shah 'Alam II with its Muhammadan name of Islamabad, but on other coins of this emperor, the mint-name of Islamabad appears alone. Probably the Islamabad of Aurangzeb's currency was Chittagong, and we know that on the coins of Shah 'Alain II is Mathura, but it is impossible to say when the change took place. No distinct break in style is noticeable, nor are there different kinds of Islamabad money belonging to any single reign except those of Shah *Alam II already mentioned.
On Aurangzeb's earlier Islamabad coins, the mint-name is at the top, but later it comes down to the last line. I do not know of any coin earlier than that of A, H. 1079 in the British Museum.
The later issues from this mint are not noteworthy. No Islamabad coins of Shah 'Alam I, Jahandar, or Rafisu-d-daijat are known, but the pretender Shah Jahan III is represented in gold.
ISLAMABAD MATHURA.   See MATHURA.
ISMA'ILGARE
G.	S.	C.
hah'Alain II       —	—	1
The mint-name of Isma'ilgarh has been read on one or two silver and copper coins of Shah *Alani II. I do not know where the place was. The copper coin in this Collection, is dated a.h. 1194, while a published rupee—see N. S. XV, § 89—bears the dates 12033 31 B.

